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Peninsula Desk Assembly Instructions

Special Note:
Location & number of cam pin, cam lock
and dowel holes may vary.
Side anel

Side anel

MJ/ML/WH
Cherry/Maple/White Peninsula Desk

FL2047
Mocha Peninsula Desk

Applies to:
FL/MJ/ML/WH2047
List of Hardware:
1.) Assemble on carpet or cardboard
to protect parts during assembly.
Part
Part
Assembly will require 2 people for
safety.
:
2.) Locate Post Leg. (You may need to
tighten the connecting plate by tightening
�
the screw inside the leg). Using the 4
Cap
Wood Dowel
M6 Machine Screws provided.and screw
the top of the leg into the underside of
the peninsula desktop. The holes are
piloted.
M6 Screw
Leveling Glide
3.) Next, insert all dowels, cam pins and
cam locks into the desktop, Side Panel
and Support.
4a.) If you have a Cherry, Maple or White
��
Cam Lock
Peninsula desk, attach the Support and
& Pin Set
Side Panel together. Insert the dowels
and cam pins into the corresponding
holes and twist the cam locks with your
screwdriver to secure. (Fig. 1)
4b) If you have a Mocha Peninsula Desk,
Tools Needed:
Attach the Support to the Post leg
-Phillips Screwdriver
and Desktop first.
-A helper!
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Cherry/Maple/White
Peninsula Desks have a recessed support

Desktop
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Mocha Peninsula Desks have a full
support panel that attached to the post leg
D esktop
with 3 cam pins amt 3 cam locks
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5a) If you have a Cherry, Maple or White Peninsula Desk, your next
step will be to attach the Support/Side Panel assembly to the desktop
using the same hardware method.
5b) If you have a Mocha Peninsula Desk, your next step will be to
attach the Side Panel to the Support and Desktop.
6) Insert all Leveling Glides and with a helper, carefully turn the desk
upright.
7) Once in place, cover all Cam Locks with the Caps provided.

Questions? Please call 1-800-443-5117.
Customer Service available 8:30 - 5:00 Central Time, Monday - Friday

